Discoverability of Forgotten Repertoire:
Lieder by Carl Gottlieb Reissiger in an American Woman’s Bound Music Collection
CARL GOTTLIEB REISSIGER
Hofkapellmeister at Dresden, Prolific Composer

JULIA WARD HOWE
Literary Figure, Social Reformer, Amateur Musician



Image sources:
Elizabeth Cady Stanton et al., History of Woman Suffrage, Vol. II 1861-1876 (Rochester NY: Charles
Mann, 1887), facing p. 793, available at https://archive.org/details/historyofwomansu02stanuoft
The Atlantic Online: Battle Hymn of the Republic, available at
https://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/unbound/flashbks/battlehymn-original.htm

Born in 1819, New York, one of six children in a wealthy family.
Highly educated during teenage years by private tutors in German, French, Italian, Latin, and Greek, as well as declamation, mathematics,
chemistry, philosophy; studies piano and voice; plays chamber music as pianist in amateur trios and
quartets and accompanies singers.
 Also begins writing poetry and essays while in her teens; first published works appear in a theology journal.
 1843, Julia marries Samuel Gridley Howe (physician, director of a school for the blind, abolitionist) and
moves to Boston; they will have five children.
 Through the 1850s she publishes essays, poetry, and plays; co-edits a “Free Soil” abolitionist journal; begins
public speaking on progressive issues of the day; both the writing and the speaking are opposed by her husband
(she will struggle through an oppressive marriage until his death in 1876)
 In November, 1861 (early in the American Civil War) attends a military review in Washington DC and after
hearing the Federal troops singing “John Brown’s Body Is A-Mould’rin’ in the Grave,” Julia pens several
verses of new lyrics for this tune in which she conflates militantly abolitionist sentiment with Biblically
apocalyptic imagery; entitled “BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC,” the anthem is published anonymously three
months later on the front page of the Atlantic and shortly thereafter under her name as sheet music; she becomes
an instant Northern celebrity!
 Over the next four decades Julia becomes increasingly active and influential in reform movements, especially
women’s rights, serving as president of the Association for the Advancement of Women in 1881 and becoming
the first woman to be elected to the American Academy of Arts and Letters in 1908; dies in 1910, Portsmouth RI.















Born 1798, Belzig, Germany; dies 1859, Dresden; attracts early career support from influential musicians and benefactors, including the King
of Prussia; becomes a successful, productive, and popular German conductor and composer.
1826, becomes director of the court opera at Dresden and in 1828, succeeds Carl Maria von Weber as Dresden’s Hofkapellmeister
(royal court music director, the most important music post in Saxony); retains this post until his death 30 years later.
Official responsibilities require composing and supervising chamber and orchestral music for the court, sacred music for its chapel, and theater
music for its opera; additionally, he accepts musical commissions, performs as solo and ensemble pianist, adjudicates festivals, advises on
music education, and coaches younger musicians.
Compositions include approximately 80 piano solos, 70 song collections, 90 choral works, 30 works for
chamber ensembles, 8 operas, and an oratorio. A Reissiger Gesellschaft (Society), centered in Belzig, was
founded in 2003 to draw attention to this music—wherever it can be found!
Of the 21 European composers of art music in Julia Ward Howe’s bound music albums, the most highly
represented is Reissiger, with 52 Lieder in 11 published sets (as outlined in the table; the next-highest
representations are works by Felix Mendelssohn and Louis Ricci, with only 12 songs each).
Perhaps Reissiger was Julia’s favorite composer during her coming-of-age years! His Lieder in her bound
volumes represent a significant treasury of this output; they provide a window into the musical style of this
prominent German musician, and offer material for several recitals or recordings of his resurrected repertoire.
One of the sets, Reissiger’s op. 23, was not found in WorldCat, suggesting that Julia’s imprint is the ONLY
one extant; just one set of six songs (op. 50) found in her volume had previously been uploaded (by Dresden
State Library) to the open-access International Music Score Library Project (IMSLP/Petrucci Music
Library); thus 46 of Julia’s 52 Reissiger Lieder were inaccessible to the online community of scholars.

Given a Revival of Interest in Forgotten Composers
by Scholars, Performers, and Record Producers…
HOW CAN “HIDDEN” REPERTOIRE BECOME KNOWN?

Julia’s Five Bound Volumes











Fall 2012: George Mason University Libraries acquire five owner-bound volumes of music collected by Julia Ward
Howe (no other volumes are known to exist).
Three are labeled “Miss Julia Ward” (predating her April 1843 marriage); two are labeled “Julia Howe” and were
probably bound no later than 1851; no dates, no contents lists, no indexes, no personal notes are included in the albums.
The early volumes are spine-titled “Music: English Songs,” “Music: Il Mose in Egitto,” plus one album of German
Lieder from which the spine has been torn off; the two later volumes are spine-titled “Miscellaneous Music” (mostly
German, French, and English art-song) and “Beethoven: Fidelio.”
The scores are in excellent condition except for minor foxing, with (sadly) almost no markings or annotations.
Our music cataloger first created WorldCat records for each volume that include brief contents notes, providing a modest
level of keyword discoverability for composer names, as shown in screenshot on the right.
Detailed comparison of each individual song with WorldCat holdings suggested that some songs are quite rare, many
are not found in USA libraries, and a few titles do not appear in WorldCat at all.

Why Were These Bound?
and... Are the Contents “Typical?”









Music-loving 19th century American women occasionally bound their most treasured music just before marriage and
included it with books, whether few or many, to be taken to their new homes’ libraries as part of the trousseau.
Hundreds of such owner-bound music volumes were analyzed by Petra Frazier* in 1999.
Contents of typical volumes included “parlor” songs of simple form, predictable melody, and easy accompaniment, on sentimental topics and themes that reinforced female domesticity.
Novelty and folk songs were often included in a gentlewoman’s albums, but art songs (“classical music”) are almost entirely absent.
Julia’s music albums are NOT TYPICAL and demonstrate that she was a highly educated, upper-class woman of sophisticated musical tastes.
The preponderance especially of German Lieder definitely sets her apart from the average musically-inclined wife and mother of Frazier's study.
Julia certainly played and sang the popular music of the day but chose not place most of these items on the same plane as art song “canonized” by the act of library binding.
* Petra Meyer Frazier, “American Women’s Roles in Domestic Music Making as Revealed in Parlor Song Collections: 1820-1870.” Ph.D diss., University of Colorado, 1999., available online via subscription to ProQuest Dissertations
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Owner-bound volumes of 19th-century vocal music collected by talented amateurs can be a hidden treasure of important, out-of-print repertoire;
any musical rarities in such albums of historically-significant persons, wherever they exist, should be
made more discoverable to scholars, performers, producers… and biographers.
Taking the CG Reissiger subset of vocal compositions in Julia’s sheet music albums as a test case,
Mason Libraries staff and I have:
 Enhanced the WorldCat catalog record for the bound volume of German Lieder with details of each
opus by each composer (extract from Reissiger list is illustrated at left), and will similarly enhance
records for Julia’s other two volumes of songs.
 Begun efforts to scan and upload unrepresented items to IMSLP; the
Op. 23 set of seven Lieder (title page below left) and the Op. 69 set of
six Lieder are now retrievable as a high-resolution PDFs from IMSLP; a
work plan has been developed for contributing additional imprints of
Reissiger compositions soon, and later, uploading unrepresented
imprints by several other composers in Julia’s volumes. Involvement
with IMSLP is a new endeavor for Mason Libraries.
 More broadly, we are prototyping models for an html- or xmlencoded index to the contents of each bound volume, with incipits, to
be hyperlinked to the catalog records for each volume
IS THIS A GOOD IDEA? Screenshots on right show what this index
might look like when complete (“JWH-GL-7” represents the seventh
publication in Julia’s “German Lieder” volume).
 To be very thorough, the poetic texts will be entered into a
complementary open-access database, the LiederNet Archive.

Steven K. Gerber, Music and Theater Librarian, George Mason University, Fairfax VA

